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A LOT can change in a year, and the bestselling SCHOLASTIC BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS
has been updated to include all the most recent events with a fresh new cover and interior
design!Whether kids want to know what the world's fastest shark is, which country eats the most
fast food, who has the most career hits in the MLB, or which state has the largest teddy bear, the
SCHOLASTIC BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS 2012 has all of the answers and much, much
more! Over the past ten years, kids, parents, and teachers have come to love this kid-friendly
book.Each of the 300 records on pop culture, sports, science, and more has its own page that
includes a full-color photograph and a detailed description of the record.

About the AuthorJenifer Corr Morse is an award-winning author who has written many books for
children and young adults, including SUPERSTAR STATS and the Scholastic Book of World
Records series.
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Jillalex, “A Hit with My 8-just-turned-9-year-old Son. My son saw this book in the Scholastic
circular he received from school. As usual, I compared it to the Amazon price. With Prime, the
total was less, so I bought it from Amazon.My son LOVES this book. He keeps it handy (i.e., I
find it in various places around the house). After the inital long span of time he spent with the
book, he know refers to it or reads it from time to time. I asked him if he still enjoys it and I
received a resounding YES.I plan to buy the 2014 edition when it comes out.”

ZLee, “Made My Fact-Loving 7-Year-Old Happy. My son really loves non-fiction, so the 2013
Book of World Records was a perfect fit for him. He reads and rereads sections quite frequently
and is learning a lot. He also enjoys quizzing us on various facts, so we're learning too. The book
has great, high-quality color pictures and covers a wide range of topics. Well done.”

Elizabeth S. Sharp, “2013 Book of World Records - Scholastic. The only draw back was the
paper cover. My experience is a hard book cover is better for my grandson. The book arrived
quickly and contained all the information you would expect.”

Lisa, “Great book for young readers. Bought this for my 2nd grader as a reward for a good report
card. He has really enjoyed it. I am glad that he is loving to read it and learning interesting facts
at the same time.  Nice pictures.  Wish they had a hardback as he is really hard on books.”

Y. Mickletz, “Awesome and fun!. My daughter received this for Christmas and it is a fun and
entertaining book for kids to read. Good facts and current, but could have more categories. Still
fun and educational as well.”

Fahir, “good book of facts. got this for my 10 year old son. he has not kept the book since. a bit
too biased to american facts but very good content.”

J. Cali, “My kids ate this book up!. You're kids will get more from this than exchanging texts,
messages on FB, or watching Nick. But you may get irritated with the constant "Dad, did you
know......" after you hear it 500 times. Still I'd much rather have my kids reciting facts to me than
celebrity Teen gossip.”

Sa mi, “Son enjoys reading it.. My 8 years old son like it and read it almost every week. I think
this make a great first "world records" book.”

The book by John Grandits has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 59 people have provided feedback.
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